Introducing the Front Runners

The research identified the top 33 percent of organizations who have comprehensive and robust remote working capabilities – The Front Runners outperform the rest of the mainstream by a wide margin across the three critical capabilities.

Are you prepared for Safe and Effective Remote Work?

Organizations need three critical capabilities to embrace Safe and Effective Remote work:

**Cultural Transformation**
- 3.1x more likely to empower, trust, and value people
- 2x more likely to adopt real-time collaboration tools

**Technology Adoption**
- 2.8x more likely to adopt mobile business applications
- 2.7x more likely to support anywhere, any device access

**Enterprise-grade Security**
- 1.8x more likely to say that security and compliance are firmly on the senior management agenda
- 2.2x more likely to say that security and compliance tools are integrated into workflows
- 2x more likely to use video conferencing persuasively

There is long-term value in embracing remote work. Front Runners who have adopted remote work best practices say that they have realized greater business outcomes in comparison to others.

Whether you are forced into remote work or were already moving in this direction and simply got nudged to accelerate due to the current environment, learn how you can achieve the results of Front Runners by comprehensively implementing safe and effective remote working.

Download the full report